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The compressible Poiseuille gas flow driven by a uniform force is analytically investigated using a
phenomenological nonlinear coupled constitutive relation model. A new fully analytical solution in
compact tangent �or hyperbolic tangent in the case of diatomic gases� functional form explains the
origin behind the central temperature minimum and a heat transfer from the cold region to the hot
region. The solution is not only proven to satisfy the conservation laws exactly but also well-defined
for all physical conditions �the Knudsen number and a force-related dimensionless parameter�. It is
also shown that the non-Fourier law associated with the coupling of force and viscous shear stress
in the constitutive relation is responsible for the existence of the central temperature minimum,
while a kinematic constraint on viscous shear and normal stresses identified in the velocity shear
flow is the main source of the nonuniform pressure distribution. In addition, the convex pressure
profile with a maximum at the center is theoretically predicted for diatomic gases. Finally, the
existence of the Knudsen minimum in the mass flow rate is demonstrated by developing an exact
analytical formula for the average temperature of the bulk flow. © 2011 American Institute of
Physics. �doi:10.1063/1.3540671�

I. INTRODUCTION

Recently, new developments have been reported on the
constitutive relations1 of gases in a thermal nonequilibrium
�rarefied and microscale� from the viewpoint of the modified
moment method to the Boltzmann equation.2–7 An important
result obtained from these works5–7 is that constitutive rela-
tions between stresses �heat flux� and the strain rate �the
temperature gradient� are generally nonlinear and coupled in
states removed from thermal equilibrium. Furthermore, the
nonlinear coupled �algebraic� constitutive relations7 �called
NCCRs hereafter� showed that the subtle interplay of various
terms appearing in the constitutive equations is the dominant
factor in determining the effectiveness of the constitutive
models. When the constitutive relations were applied to the
compression-dominated shock structure problem as a test
case, it was found that they successfully yield shock struc-
tures over the entire range of Mach numbers and for all
gases.3–6 However, as recent interests shift to the fundamen-
tal physics of gas transport in micro- and nanodevices,8,9 the
question of the applicability of the new constitutive relations
to the velocity shear-dominated flow problems10–16 has
emerged. With the aim of answering the aforementioned
question, a benchmark problem known in literature as the
force-driven Poiseuille gas flow12,14,17–22 is investigated in
the present study.

The force-driven compressible Poiseuille flow, as illus-
trated in Fig. 1, is defined as a stationary flow in a slab under
the action of a constant external force parallel to the walls. It
is a simple, albeit very instructive, problem in the sense that
it is purely one dimensional but brings out the essence of the

nonclassical constitutive relations in states removed from
thermal equilibrium. For example, the classical hydrody-
namic theory is unable to predict the nonuniform pressure
distribution and the nonmonotonic temperature distribution
near the centerline. Efforts to solve this dilemma have led
to the development of various methods including the
Super-Burnett equations,12 the Brenner’s hydrodynamic
model,14 the regularized moment equations,17 the perturba-
tion theory,18,19 the direct simulation Monte Carlo
�DSMC�,20,21 and the lattice Boltzmann method.22 However,
since most previous studies have been conducted by approxi-
mate methods, such as numerical simulations, the exact un-
derlying physics of these abnormal properties and the nature
of analytical solution are not fully understood, as noted by
Ansumali.22 The goal of obtaining better understanding and
proving the existence of analytical solution for all physical
conditions �the Knudsen number and a force-related dimen-
sionless parameter� is pursued here by developing a fully
analytical solution for the conservation laws in conjunction
with the nonlinear coupled constitutive relation.

II. PHENOMENOLOGICAL NCCR MODEL
FOR THE VELOCITY SHEAR GAS FLOW

When the external force a is present, it affects not only
the conservation laws but also the kinetic equation �or
the corresponding constitutive relations�. Therefore, the
Boltzmann kinetic equation of the distribution of monatomic
gas particles f�v ;r , t� must read as follows, in particular,
with an extra term a ·�vf:a�Electronic mail: myong@gnu.ac.kr.
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� �

�t
+ v · �+ a · �v� f�v,r,t� = C�f� , �2.1�

where the term C�f� represents the collision integral of the
interaction among the particles. By utilizing the collision in-
variants of the Boltzmann equation, the following conserva-
tion laws can be derived:

�
D

Dt�1/�
u

Et
	 + � · �u

P

P · u + Q
	 = �0

�a

�a · u
	 . �2.2�

In this expression, � and u denote the density and the aver-
age velocity vector, respectively. Et and D /Dt denote the
total energy and the material time derivative, respectively. P
and Q are the stress tensor and the heat flux vector statisti-
cally defined by the formulas

P 
 �mccf�, Q 
 � 1
2mc2cf� ,

respectively, where m and c denote the molecular mass and
the peculiar velocity of the molecule, respectively. An abbre-
viation is used for the integration over v space with angular
brackets �¯ �=dv¯. In the case of dilute monatomic
gases, the stress tensor can be further decomposed into two
components; pressure and traceless parts,

P 
 pI + � ,

where the statistical mechanical formulas for p and � are,
respectively,

p 
 � 1
3m Tr�cc�f�, � 
 �m�cc��2�f� .

Here, the symbol � ��2� stands for a traceless symmetric part
of the tensor. In the case of a dilute gas, the pressure p and
the temperature T are related by the ideal-gas equation of
state. The derivation of constitutive relations can be done by
applying the so-called Maxwell–Grad moment method,
which was first introduced by Maxwell �the so-called equa-
tion of change� and later refined by Grad.23 However, a
slightly different method called the modified moment
method developed recently by Eu2,3 will be adopted in the
present study. A detailed description is repeated here for the
purpose of highlighting the effect of the external force a and
showing exactly where the closure or approximations are in-
troduced in the derivation. The modified moment method

�Ref. 2, pp. 348–386� starts with differentiating the statistical
definition of variable in question and later combining with
the Boltzmann equation, in contrast to taking first the veloc-
ity moments of the Boltzmann equation in the conventional
Maxwell–Grad method. For the stress tensor P, it yields

�P

�t
= − �mcc�v · �+ a · �v�f� + � f

��mcc�
�t

� + ��P�

= − � · �umccf� − � · �cmccf�

+ � f� D

Dt
+ c · �+ a · �v�mcc� + ��P�, �2.3�

where ��P�
�mccC�f��. The second and third terms on the
right-hand side are called the kinematic term since it stems
from the streaming effect of the particle motion. When the
third term on the right-hand side is expanded further, Eq.
�2.3� is reduced to

�P

�t
= − � · �uP� − � · ��P� − �P · �u + ��u�T · P� + ��P�,

�2.4�

where ��P�
�mcccf�. When the nonequilibrium part of the
stress � instead of the stress tensor P is considered, the
corresponding constitutive equation can be obtained by sub-
tracting the trace part of the tensor P,

��

�t
= − � · �u�� − � · ���� − 2�� · �u��2� − 2p��u��2�

+ ����, �2.5�

where

���� 
 �m�cc��2�cf� = ��P� − 1
3I�m Tr�ccc�f�

and ����
�m�cc��2�C�f��. Note that Eq. �2.5� is exactly the
same as Eq. �5.15� in Grad’s work.23 Similarly, by starting
from the statistical definition of heat flux vector Q, the con-
stitutive equation of heat flux can be expressed as

�Q

�t
= − � · �uQ� − � · ��Q� − ��P�:�u − Cp� · �T

− Q · �u − �Du

Dt
− a� · � − Cpp � T + ��Q�, �2.6�

where ��Q�
� 1
2mc2ccf� and ��Q�
� 1

2mc2cC�f��. Cp is the
heat capacity per mass at constant pressure. Equations �2.2�,
�2.5�, and �2.6� can be expressed in another instructive form

FIG. 1. Sketch of the one-dimensional fully developed compressible
Poiseuille gas flow in rectangular channel �driven by uniform force� be-
tween two pressure-regulated reservoirs.
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�
D

Dt�1/�
u

Et
	 + � · �u

pI

pu
	 = − � · �0

�

Q + � · u
	 + �0

�a

�a · u
	 ,

�
D

Dt
��/�

Q/� � = − � · �����

��Q� � − �0

��P�:�u
�

− �2�� · �u��2�

Cp� · �T + Q · �u +
Du

Dt
· � 	

+ �0

a · �
� − �2p��u��2�

pCp � T
� + �����

��Q� � .

It is interesting to note that no terms associated with the
external force a appear in the constitutive relation of shear
stress � since �mf�a ·�v��cc��2��=0, while a new term a ·�
appears in the constitutive relation of heat flux Q.

Up to now, no approximations are made in the process,
and therefore the constitutive equations �2.5� and �2.6� are a
direct consequence of the Boltzmann equation. They are,
however, an open system of partial differential equations;
thus, a proper closure must be introduced so that it may be
used as a practical constitutive equation. There exist various
methods2–4,15,23–26 to achieve this goal, for example, math-
ematically motivated Grad’s closure,23 but it is generally ac-
cepted that there exists no single closure theory founded on a
firm theoretical justification. For this reason, we will follow
the tradition that, in natural science, the difference between
theoretical truth and pure mathematical speculation is even-
tually decided by empirical evidence. In other words, the
justification of the theoretical model is a posteriori and will

be determined afterward by its ability to describe properties
experimentally studied. In the present work, physical obser-
vations for relative importance of various terms appearing in
the constitutive equations will be imposed on the closure.

By the steady-state and pure one-dimensional assump-
tion of the Poiseuille flow, that is, all variables depending on
the coordinate y only, the substantial derivative of shear
stress and heat flux will vanish since the convective deriva-
tives u ·� are zero by definition �v=w=0, � /�x=� /�z=0�.
Also, the terms associated with ����,�P� and ��Q� in Eqs. �2.5�
and �2.6�, which are one order higher than the dependent
variables � and Q, respectively, may be assumed small; that
is,

� · ���� � 0,

�2.7�
� · ��Q� + ��P�:�u � 0.

Here, it must be emphasized that this approximation does not
imply zero shear stress � or heat flux vector Q, which are
fundamental variables to be determined by the constitutive
equations themselves. Also, it must be noted that ����,�P� and
��Q� are allowed to remain finite under the closure �2.7�. In
fact, the closure �2.7� is not unprecedented since a similar
practice was used in the past when the �inviscid� Euler equa-
tion is derived from the �viscous� Navier–Stokes–Fourier
equation. In such a case, the � ·� appearing in the
conservation law of momentum, which is the divergence
of shear stress tensor �, one order higher than the dependent
variable u, was assumed small. Also, the validity of this
approximation can be confirmed when the terms are written
in component form for pure one-dimensional flow �dcx /dy
=−du /dy , dcy,z /dy=0�,

� · ���� =
d

dy��mcx
2cyf� − 1

3 �mc2cyf� �mcy
2cxf� �mcxcyczf�

�mcy
2cxf� �mcy

3f� − 1
3 �mc2cyf� �mcy

2czf�

�mcxcyczf� �mcy
2czf� �mcz

2cyf� − 1
3 �mc2cyf�

	 ,

� · ��Q� + ��P�:�u =
d

dy��mc2cxcyf/2�
�mc2cy

2f/2�
�mc2cyczf/2�

	 +
du

dy� �mcx
2cyf�

�mcxcy
2f�

�mcxcyczf�
	 .

It can be noticed that all components, for example,
�� ·�����xy =d�mcy

2cxf� /dy, the spatial derivative of the mac-
roscopic quantity �mcy

2cxf�, remain small in comparison with
2�� ·�u�xy

�2�=−�mcy
2f�du /dy and become strictly zero in local

thermal equilibrium �du /dy=0, df /dy=0�. It can be noted
that the closure �2.7� is the same, in principle, as that
proposed first by Eu3,25 in his generalized hydrodynamic
theory of shock waves. With this approximation, the one-
dimensional constitutive equations for the steady-state
constant force-driven compressible Poiseuille gas flow are
reduced to

�0

0
� = − �2�� · �u��2�

Cp� · �T + Q · �u
� − �0

aI · �
�

− p�2��u��2�

Cp � T
� + �����

��Q� � . �2.8�

It will be shown later that this constitutive model based on
the aforementioned approximations is suitable for fully ana-
lytical approach due to its algebraic nature and is just enough
to describe most of qualitative properties of the force-driven
compressible Poiseuille gas flow predicted by DSMC. How-
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ever, if numerical approach is preferred over fully analytical
approach, one can either relax some of the approximations
employed in this study or search for more accurate closure
with the possibility of additional complexity arising from the
partial differential nature of the constitutive equation. Fi-
nally, constitutive equations can be written in the following
algebraic relations:

�0

0
� = − �2p��u��2� + 2�� · �u��2�

pCp � T + � · Cp � T + Q · �u − aI · �
�

+ �����

��Q� � �2.9�

or in component form �Pr, Prandtl number�

�
0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

	 = �
0� + 4�xy�xy0

/�3��

0� − 2�xy�xy0
/�3��

0� − 2�xy�xy0
/�3��

p�xy0
/� + �yy�xy0

/�

0� + �yz�xy0
/�

0�

0� + �xyCpQy0
/k + CpQy�xy0

/�Pr k� + a�xx

pCpQy0
/k + �yyCpQy0

/k + a�xy

0� + �yzCpQy0
/k + a�xz

	 + �
���xx�

���yy�

���zz�

���xy�

���xz�

���yz�

��Qx�

��Qy�

��Qz�

	 . �2.10�

Here, the underlined terms represent the linear thermody-
namic forces in the present velocity shear flow and they cor-
respond to the Navier–Stokes–Fourier constitutive relations,

�0 = − 2���u��2� and Q0 = − k � T . �2.11�

With additional approximations ����=−p� /� and ��Q�

=−pCpQ /k, where � and k represent the viscosity and the
thermal conductivity, respectively, near local thermal equilib-
rium, the constitutive relations are proved to be inclusive of
the Navier–Stokes–Fourier theory. Note that stress and heat
flux are coupled to each other and are related nonlinearly to
thermodynamic deriving forces in this algebraic system.
Also, it can be observed that the constitutive relations are
Galilean invariant since there exists no velocity term. This

phenomenological NCCR model will be utilized to obtain
full analytical solution for the force-driven compressible Poi-
seuille gas flow in a compact form.

III. CLASSICAL THEORY BASED
ON NAVIER–STOKES–FOURIER RELATIONS

A. Conventional analytical solution for incompressible
Navier–Stokes–Fourier relations

When the classical constitutive relations by Navier,
Stokes, and Fourier are combined with the steady-state con-
servation law �2.2�, the governing equation of the force-
driven gaseous �monatomic� Poiseuille flow is reduced to the
following system of ordinary differential equations:

d

dy�
�xy

p + �yy

�yz

�xyu + Qy

	 = �
�a

0

0

�au
	, �

0

0

0

0

0
	 = �

0

− �du/dy

0

0

− kdT/dy
	 − �

�yy

�xy

�yz

Qx

Qy

	 . �3.1�
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The combination of the second and fifth equations yields the
uniform pressure distribution p= pm�
p�y=0�� and �yy =0.
It is also obvious that �yz=Qx=0. The system is then sim-
plified into the differential equations with the unknowns of
the streamwise velocity u and the temperature T only. Then,
the velocity solution in the function of the distance y from
the wall of a slab �−h /2�y�h /2� can be determined by
solving the x-momentum equation with the Navier–Stokes
law,

d

dy
�− �

du

dy
� = �a or �xy = �ay . �3.2�

Here, the density � is assumed constant. With the assumption
of constant viscosity, the velocity profile is then determined
as follows:

u�y� = u�0� −
�ah2

�

�y/h�2

2
. �3.3�

At this stage, it is necessary to specify the boundary
condition for the velocity at the wall. It is well known that
the slip boundary condition does not affect the qualitative
aspect of pressure and temperature distributions in the central
region,22 which is the main interest in the study of the force-
driven Poiseuille gas flow. However, a slip condition will be
considered for the sake of completeness and quantitative
comparison. Among various slip models, the Langmuir slip
model based on the adsorption isotherm27–31 is chosen in the
present study since it is mathematically simple and, nonethe-
less, it turned out to be qualitatively the same as the conven-
tional Maxwell slip model. With the slip model, the dimen-
sionless slip velocity at the stationary wall surface can be
expressed as

u�y = h/2� = �1 − �V�u�y = 0� , �3.4�

where

�V =
�̄V

1 + �̄V

, �̄V =
1

4	V Kn
, Kn =�


2

�w
�RTw

pmh
,

and 	V = 	V0
���exp�−

De

kBTw
� .

The fraction of molecules at thermal equilibrium �V is then
reduced to

�V =
1

1 + 4	V Kn
.

Note that �V→1 and �V→0 in the limit of continuum and
free-molecular flows, respectively. The coefficient 	V,28,29

which is a function of the inverse power law of the gas
particle interaction potential � and the adsorption potential
parameter De, plays a role very similar to that of the slip
coefficient �V defined as �2−V� /V, where V is the mo-
mentum accommodation coefficient in the conventional
Maxwell model. In fact, it is shown in Appendix A that with
an equivalence condition �V=	V,28,29 the resulting velocity
profile of the Maxwell slip model32,33 is exactly the same as
the following one of the Langmuir slip model:

u�y� = u�0��1 − 4�V�y/h�2� and
�ah2

8�
= �Vu�0� .

�3.5�

The temperature profile can be obtained by first considering
the energy equation in the conservation laws and then by
combining it with the Navier–Stokes law. The resulting
equation reduces to

dQy

dy
=

�xy
2

�
, �3.6�

and, when it is combined with Eq. �3.2� and is integrated
once with respect to y, the heat flux in the y-direction can be
written as

Qy =
�2a2h3

3�
�y/h�3. �3.7�

With the Fourier law and the assumption of constant thermal
conductivity, the following temperature profile can be
determined:

T�y� = T�0� −
�2a2h4

12�k
�y/h�4. �3.8�

With the dimensionless temperature jump at the wall surface
defined as

T�y = h/2� = �TTw + �1 − �T�T�y = 0�
�3.9�

and �T =
1

1 + 4	T Kn
,

the temperature profile can be expressed as

T�y� = T�0� − 16�T�T�0� − Tw��y/h�4

�3.10�

and
�2a2h4

192�k
= �T�T�0� − Tw� .

For this quartic profile, the average temperature can be easily
calculated

Tav 

0

h/2Tdy

h/2
= Tw +

�2a2h4

192�k

5 − �T

5�T

�3.11�

or
Tw

Tav
= �1 +

�2a2h4

192�kTw

5 − �T

5�T
�−1

.

It must be noted that the value Tav is well-defined for all
physical conditions of � ,a ,h and is always greater than the
wall temperature Tw. When it is combined with the relation
�3.10�, the following centerline temperature, which itself is
the part of solution, can be determined:

T�0� =
5Tav − �TTw

5 − �T
. �3.12�

Notice also that the value T�0� is well-defined for all physi-
cal conditions. Similar to the case of temperature, the center-
line velocity can be determined by calculating the average
velocity,
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uav 

0

h/2udy

h/2
=

�ah2

8�

3 − �V

3�V
and u�0� = uav

3

3 − �V
.

�3.13�

With these centerline values, the slip velocity and the tem-
perature jump can be determined from Eqs. �3.4� and �3.9�,
respectively. Furthermore, the mass flow rate can be ex-
pressed as

ṁ/2h

�av
��RTw



0

h/2udy

2��RTwh/2
=

�ah2

16���RTw

�1 − �V/3�
�V

,

�3.14�

where � is the specific heat ratio.

B. New analytical solution for compressible
Navier–Stokes–Fourier relations

When compressible Navier–Stokes–Fourier relations are
considered, it is critical to treat the temperature dependence
of viscosity and thermal conductivity in a rigorous way. In
the present study, a new method, which turned out to yield
the exact solution both for the Navier-Stokes–Fourier
equations and the new NCCR equations, is developed. Let us
first introduce the following dimensionless variables and
parameters:

y� = y/h, u� = u/ur, T� = T/Tr, p� = p/pm,

�� = �/��wur/h�, Q� = Q/�kw�T/h� ,

�3.15�

�h =
ah

RTr
, M =

ur

��RTw

, Kn =�


2

�w
�RTw

pmh
,

N� =
�wur/h

pm
, Ec =

�� − 1�M2

�T/Tw
, Pr =

Cp�w

kw
,

where the subscripts r, w, and m denote the reference state,
the state at the wall, and the state at the middle of a slab, that
is, y=0, respectively. Here, �T denotes �Tm−Tw�. �h, M, N�,
Kn, and Ec are dimensionless hydrodynamic numbers: a
force-related number �similar to the Richardson number�,
Mach number, a composite number, Knudsen, and Eckert
numbers, respectively. The composite number N� is related
to other numbers such that N�=�2� /
M Kn. It must be
emphasized that the definition of dimensionless variables and
parameters is not unique in general and the present set of
definition is selected after carefully taking into consideration
the well-posedness of the boundary value problem. It will be
shown that the force dimensionless number �h �or �hw
=�h /Tw

� � is the primary factor in determining the velocity and
temperature profiles across the slab. Furthermore, with aver-
age quantities ur and Tr defined as

ur =
2

h
�

0

h/2

udy, Tr =
h/2

0
h/2T−1dy

, �3.16�

and with the introduction of a new variable s defined by

Tds = dy or T�ds� = dy�,

�3.17�
in dimensionless form, where s� = sTr/h ,

the following auxiliary relations can be derived:

s��y� =
1

2
� =

1

2
, �

0

1/2

u�T�ds� =
1

2
, �

0

1/2

T�ds� =
1

2
.

�3.18�

The relations given in Eqs. (3.15)–(3.18) represent the es-
sence of the new method. The system of ordinary differential
equations with dependent variables u and T may first be
solved in terms of the variable s and the solutions are later
expressed as a function of the distance y. The x-momentum
equation together with the equation of state, p=�RT and
p= pm, is then reduced as follows:

d�xy
�

ds�
=

�h

N�

or �xy
� =

�h

N�

s�. �3.19�

Here, the local thermal equilibrium condition owing to the
continuous symmetric nature of conserved variables at the
centerline has been applied: �xy

� �0�=0. With the assumption
of Maxwell molecules, that is, ��T�=�wT /Tw, the Navier–
Stokes law in Eq. �3.1� can be written as

�xy
� = −

1

Tw
�

du�

ds�
. �3.20�

The velocity profile is then determined as follows:

u��s�� = u��0� − Tw
� �h

N�

s�2

2
. �3.21�

With the slip velocity condition,

u��s� = 1/2� = �1 − �V�u��s� = 0� , �3.22�

the resulting velocity profile can be expressed as

u��s�� = u��0��1 − 4�Vs�2� and
Tw

�

8

�h

N�

= �Vu��0� .

�3.23�

With the assumption of Maxwell molecules for the viscosity
again, the energy equation is reduced to

dQy
�

ds�
= Pr Ec Tw

� �xy
�2

. �3.24�

When it is combined with Eq. �3.19� and is integrated once
with respect to s�, the heat flux in the y-direction can be
written as

Qy
� =

1

3
Pr Ec Tw

� �h
2

N�
2s�3

or
Qy

hp2�0�/�w
=

1

3
Tw

� �h
2s�3

.

�3.25�

Here, again the local thermal equilibrium condition at the
centerline has been applied: Qy

��0�=0. When it is combined
with the Fourier law and the assumption of Maxwell
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molecules for the thermal conductivity and is integrated once
with respect to s�, the following temperature profile can be
determined:

T��s�� = T��0� −
�� − 1�Pr Tw

�3
M2�h

2

12N�
2 s�4

. �3.26�

With the dimensionless temperature jump at the wall surface
in the Langmuir model defined as

T��s� = 1/2� = �TTw
� + �1 − �T�T��s� = 0� , �3.27�

the temperature profile can be expressed as �N�

=�2� /
M Kn�,

T��s�� = T��0� − 16�T�T��0� − Tw
� �s�4

�3.28�

and

�� − 1�Pr �h

2Tw
�3

384� Kn2 = �T�T��0� − Tw
� � .

The centerline temperature is then calculated by using the
third equation in the auxiliary relation �3.18�,

T��0� =
5 − �TTw

�

5 − �T
. �3.29�

The temperature Tw
� can be determined by combining it with

Eq. �3.28�,

�5 − �T�
5�T


�� − 1�Pr �hw

2

384� Kn2 Tw
�5

+ Tw
� − 1 = 0. �3.30�

Notice that the resulting equation is now of degree 5 in stark
contrast to the incompressible case �degree 1 in Eq. �3.11��.
This algebraic equation of odd degree 5 with real coefficients
has always a non-negative real root and the average tempera-
ture Tw

� can be easily determined in terms of Kn and �hw
by a

simple method such as the bisection method. Similar to the
case of temperature, together with Eq. �3.29�, the centerline
velocity can be determined from the second equation in the
auxiliary relation �3.18�,

u��0� =
21�5 − �T�

�15 − 8Tw
� ��V�T − 7�5�V + 3�T� + 105

. �3.31�

Notice that the centerline velocity u��0� depends now on the
average temperature Tw

� , which is not the case in the incom-
pressible case �3.13�. With these centerline values, the slip
velocity and the temperature jump can be determined from
Eqs. �3.22� and �3.27�, respectively. From the equation of
state, the density profile and the average density can also be
determined as

���s�� 

�

��0�
= T��0�

p�

T�

�3.32�

and �r 

0

h/2�dy

h/2
= ��0�T��0� .

Furthermore, the mass flow rate can be expressed as

ṁ/2h

�r
��RTw



0

h/2�udy

2��RTw0
h/2�dy

=
�


16�2�

Tw
�2

u��0�

�hw

Kn

�1 − �V/3�
�V

. �3.33�

Finally, through Eq. �3.17�, that is, y�=0
s�

T��s��ds�, all solu-
tions can be transformed into the domain of the distance
from the wall surface y�,

y� = s��5 − �TTw
� − 16�T�1 − Tw

� �s�4
�/�5 − �T� . �3.34�

The relation y��s�, as an approximation, may be used for
mathematical simplicity. An instructive relation can be fur-
ther derived,

�dy�

ds��
s�=1/2

=
5 − �T�5 − 4Tw

� �
5 − �T

= �TTw
� + �1 − �T�T��0� = T��s� = 1/2� .

�3.35�

IV. NONCLASSICAL THEORY BASED ON THE NCCR
MODEL

Through the pure one-dimensional assumption of
v=w=0, � /�x=� /�z=0, the governing equation, the conser-
vation law �2.2� and the NCCR model �2.10�, is reduced to
the following system of four differential and nine algebraic
equations comprised of the conservation laws and constitu-
tive equations of the shear and normal stresses and the tan-
gential and normal heat fluxes:

FIG. 2. Computational domain in the force-driven compressible Poiseuille
gas flow.
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d

dy�
�xy

p + �yy

�yz

�xyu + Qy

	 = �
�a

0

0

�au
	 ,

�
0

0

0

0

0

0

	 =
1

��
�4/3���xy�0��xy0

�0

− �2/3���xy�0��xy0
�0

− �2/3���xy�0��xy0
�0

�p + ��yy�0���xy0
�0

��yz�0��xy0
�0

0

	 −
p

��
��xx�0

��yy�0

��zz�0

��xy�0

��xz�0

��yz�0

	F�p,T,�,Q, . . .� , �4.1�

�0

0

0
	 =

Cp

k ���xy�0�Qy0
�0 + �Qy�0��xy0

�0/Pr + a��xx�0k/Cp

�p + ��yy�0��Qy0
�0 + a��xy�0k/Cp

��yz�0�Qy0
�0 + a��xz�0k/Cp

	 −
pCp

k ��Qx�0

�Qy�0

�Qz�0
	F�p,T,�,Q, . . .� .

Here, the dissipation terms are approximated as shear
stress and heat flux multiplied by a general function of con-
served and nonconserved variables, that is, ����=−p�F
�p ,T ,� ,Q , . . .� /� and ��Q�=−pCpQF�p ,T ,� ,Q , . . .� /k.
Also, the constitutive relations are expressed in terms of non-
conserved variables measured from its value at the center
since their values may remain finite even when thermody-
namic driving forces �xy0

and Qy0
vanish. An abbreviation

�A�0
A−A�0� is introduced to represent the value of a quan-
tity A measured from its value at the center, that is, A�0�.

Even though this system looks messy, it nonetheless can
be solved analytically with only a few simple assumptions.
Let us consider the computational domain 0�y�h /2
bounded by external boundary condition at the wall and sym-
metric condition at the center as described in Fig. 2. From
the constitutive relations, it can be identified that

��yz�0 = ��xz�0 = �Qz�0 = 0, �4.2�

��yy�0 = ��zz�0 = − ��xx�0/2, �4.3�

which satisfies a physical consistency condition ��xx�0

+ ��yy�0+ ��zz�0=0. In addition, it can be noticed that the
thermodynamic driving forces in the system are the velocity
and temperature gradients, �xy0

and Qy0
, which are defined

in Eq. �2.11�, that is, the Navier–Stokes–Fourier relations;
the dependent variables are p ,�yy ,�xy, u ,Qy ,T, and Qx in
order of appearance in the solutions. With these in mind, let
us first consider the y-momentum equation in the conserva-
tion laws, d�p+�yy� /dy=0. When it is integrated once with
respect to y, the equation can be expressed as

p + �yy = pm + �yy�0� or p + ��yy�0 = pm. �4.4�

On the other hand, when the factor F�p ,T ,� ,Q , . . .� and the
driving force ��xy0

�0 are eliminated from the constitutive
equations of �xy and �yy in Eq. �4.1�,

p��xy�0F�p,T,�,Q, . . .� = �p + ��yy�0���xy0
�0,

p��yy�0F�p,T,�,Q, . . .� = − 2
3 ��xy�0��xy0

�0,

there exists a constraint on the shear and normal stresses,
implying their interdependence,

��xy�0
2 = − 3

2 �p + ��yy�0���yy�0. �4.5�

Note that the factor F�p ,T ,� ,Q , . . .� is canceled out in the
process, indicating no role in the qualitative behavior of the
kinematic constraint. Equation �4.5�, together with Eq. �4.4�,
is then reduced to a very instructive form for �0�y�h /2�,

��xy�0

pm
= sign��xy0

��3

2
� p

pm
− 1� . �4.6�

The x-momentum equation d�xy /dy=�a or Td�xy /dy
=ap /R, in conjunction with the equation of state, p=�RT,
is then reduced as follows to an ordinary differential equa-
tion of the pressure, in dimensionless form introduced in
Eq. �3.15�:

d�xy
�

ds�
=

�h

N�

p�

�4.7�

or
1

p*d�sign��xy0
��3

2
�p� − 1�� = �hds�.

By using an integral formula,

� 1

p�
d��p� − 1� = tan−1�p� − 1, �4.8�

the differential equation yields the following analytical solu-
tion for the pressure and the stresses �−h /2�y�h /2�:
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p��S�� = 1 + tan2 S�, ��yy
� �S���0 = −

1

N�

tan2 S�,

�4.9�

��xy
� �S���0 =

1

N�

�3

2
tan S�,

where

S� 
 �2/3�hs�, Y� 
 �2/3�hy�.

Since the closure relation �2.7� is the only major assumption
introduced in deriving these solutions, the tangentlike func-
tional form and the central minimum in pressure identified
from the new analytical solution of pressure and stress are
believed to be universal, rather than exceptional, holding for
any monatomic gases. In particular, no approximations are
made for the specific forms of the factor F�p ,T ,� ,Q , . . .� in
the dissipation terms. Note also that the slip �jump� boundary
conditions play an indirect role at negligible levels in the

solution of the pressure and stresses, only through the deter-
mination of average temperature Tw

� .
Now let us introduce an assumption for the factor

F�p ,T ,� ,Q , . . .� appearing in the dissipation terms. The role
of such factor in the present velocity shear flow turns out to
be negligible, as observed first from its absence in the stress
constraint �4.5� due to cancellation. In fact, it was shown in
the previous work28 that the exact form of the factor does not
very much affect the constitutive relations of stresses in the
case of the velocity shear flow. However, it is also possible
that the nonlinear factor may play a non-negligible role in
the case of very high Knudsen number flows. In this study,
largely motivated by the advantage of analytical approach,
an approximation F�p ,T ,� ,Q , . . .��1, which is equivalent
to the so-called relaxation time approximation �also known
as the BGK approximation in literature34�, is employed.
Then, the original implicit constitutive relation �4.1� can be
changed into the explicit relations,

�
0

0

0

0

0

0

	 =
1

��
�4/3���xy�0��xy0

�0

− �2/3���xy�0��xy0
�0

− �2/3���xy�0��xy0
�0

�p + ��yy�0���xy0
�0

��yz�0��xy0
�0

0

	 −
p

��
��xx�0

��yy�0

��zz�0

��xy�0

��xz�0

��yz�0

	 ,

�4.10�

�0

0

0
	 =

Cp

k ���xy�0�Qy0
�0 + �Qy�0��xy0

�0/Pr + a��xx�0k/Cp

�p + ��yy�0��Qy0
�0 + a��xy�0k/Cp

��yz�0�Qy0
�0 + a��xz�0k/Cp

	 −
pCp

k ��Qx�0

�Qy�0

�Qz�0
	 .

Here, it must be emphasized that the following solutions
�profiles of velocity, temperature or density, and heat flux�
will be valid only within the limitation of the relaxation �or
Bhatnagar–Gross–Krook �BGK�� approximation
F�p ,T ,� ,Q , . . .�=1. Then there exists a simple relation in
the constitutive relation of stresses

p��xy�0 = pm��xy0
�0. �4.11�

With the assumption of Maxwell molecules and the defini-
tion of �xy0

, Eq. �4.11� is then reduced to

��xy
� �0 = −

1

p�Tw
�

du�

ds�
. �4.12�

By following the same procedure developed in Sec. III B of
classical theory based on the compressible Navier–Stokes–

Fourier relations, the following velocity profile can be de-
rived �S1/2

� 
�2 /3�h ·0.5�,

u��S�� = u��0��1 − 4�V� tan S�

2 tan S1/2
� �2�

�4.13�

and
Tw

� �h

8N�
� tan S1/2

�

S1/2
� �2

= �Vu��0� .

In contrast to the classical case, the pressure distribution
is not uniform and the wall pressure appearing in the frac-
tion of the wall surface covered at thermal equilibrium

�V= �̄Vpw
� / �1+ �̄Vpw

� � may be expressed as pw
� =1+tan2 S1/2

� .
In addition, similar to the previous case of classical theory,
the energy equation and the normal heat flux in the
y-direction can be expressed as
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dQy
�

ds�
= Pr Ec Tw

� p���xy
� �0

2,

�Qy
��0 =

1

3
Pr Ec Tw

� �h
2

N�
2� tan S�

2S1/2
� �3

�4.14�

or
�Qy�0

hp2�0�/�w
=

Tw
� �h

2

3
� tan S�

2S1/2
� �3

.

However, the determination of the temperature profile be-
comes far more complicated than that in the classical theory,
owing to the non-Fourier law arising in the constitutive rela-
tions of heat flux. When the constitutive relation of Qy in Eq.
�4.1� is combined first with Eq. �4.4� and then with the as-
sumption of Maxwell molecules and the definition of Qy0

in
Eq. �2.11�, the resulting equation can be written as

dT�

ds�
+ m�s��T� = n�s�� , �4.15�

where

m�s�� 
 −
�� − 1�

�
N��h��xy

� �0,

n�s�� 
 −
�T

Tr
p��Qy

��0Tw
� .

Owing to the second term on the left-hand side, it is now a
�linear� differential equation of Bernoulli type and the gen-
eral solution can be written as

T��s�� = e−m�s��ds��� em�s��ds�
n�s��ds� + const� . �4.16�

After combining it with Eqs. �4.9� and �4.14� and an integral
formula,

� sin3 s�

cos5−e s�
ds� =

1

�4 − e�cos4−e s�
−

1

�2 − e�cos2−e s�
,

�4.17�

the solution can be expressed as, in a compact form,

T��S�� = sece S��T��0� −
�� − 1�Pr Tw

�3
M2�h

2

192N�
2�1 − e/4�

F�S��
S1/2

�4 � ,

�4.18�

where the function F�S�� is defined as

F�S�� 
 �4 − e�� 1

�4 − e�cos4−e S�
−

1

�2 − e�cos2−e S�

− � 1

4 − e
−

1

2 − e
��, e =

3�� − 1�
2�

.

The factor sece S� is directly related to the number �h since it
is derived from e−m�s��ds�

. It is positive and increases with
regard to the distance y and it can be expanded as

sece S� = 1 +
e

2
S�2

+ O�S�4� .

The function F�S�� is positive and monotonic since the first
nonzero derivative F�iv��S�=0�=24−6e is positive. The fol-
lowing power series shows its role very similar to the quartic
function in the Navier–Stokes–Fourier solution �3.28�,

F�S�� = �1 − e/4�S�4 + O�S�6� .

With the temperature jump at the wall surface �3.27�, the
temperature profile can be determined as follows:

T��S�� = sece S��T��0� − �T��0� − sec−e S1/2
�

���TTw
� + �1 − �T�T��0���

F�S��
F�S1/2

� �� ,

�4.19�

�� − 1�Pr �hw

2 Tw
�5

384� Kn2�1 − e/4�
F�S1/2

� �
S1/2

�4

= T��0��1 − �1 − �T�sec−e S1/2
� � − �TTw

� sec−e S1/2
� .

Similar to the classical case, the equation is reduced to the
algebraic equation of odd degree 5 with real coefficients. The
unknown value Tw

� for given values of Kn and �hw
can be

determined uniquely by using the bisection method in
which an upper limit of Tw

� may be given as �3 /2
 /�hw
�S1/2

� →
 /2�. In addition, the auxiliary relation �3.18� and
Eq. �3.17� yield, in the present nonclassical case,

T��0�

=
S1/2

� F�S1/2
� � − sec−e S1/2

� ��TTw
� + �1 − �T�T��0��G�S1/2

� �
F�S1/2

� �H�S1/2
� � − G�S1/2

� �
,

or

FIG. 3. Diagram of unique flow solution for the force-driven compressible
Poiseuille gas flow for the given condition.
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T��0� =
S1/2

� F�S1/2
� � − �TG�S1/2

� �Tw
� sec−e S1/2

�

F�S1/2
� �H�S1/2

� � − G�S1/2
� � + �1 − �T�G�S1/2

� �sec−e S1/2
� , �4.20�

u��0� = S1/2
� F�S1/2

� �tan2 S1/2
� ��TTw

� sec−e S1/2
� �G�S1/2

� �tan2 S1/2
� − �VI�S1/2

� �� + T��0��tan2 S1/2
� �F�S1/2

� �H�S1/2
� � − G�S1/2

� ��

+ �V�I�S1/2
� � − F�S1/2

� �J�S1/2
� �� + �1 − �T�sec−e S1/2

� �G�S1/2
� �tan2 S1/2

� − �VI�S1/2
� ����−1, �4.21�

Y��S�� = T��0�H�S�� + G�S��

����TTw
� + �1 − �T�T��0��sec−e S1/2

�

− T��0��/F�S1/2
� � , �4.22�

where

G�S�� 
 � F�S��sece S�dS�

=
1

3
tan3 S� +

2

�2 − e�
�H�S�� − tan S�� ,

H�S�� 
 � sece S�dS�,

�4.23�

I�S�� 
 � F�S��tan2 S� sece S�dS�

=
1

5
tan5 S� +

2

�2 − e��J�S�� −
1

3
tan3 S�� ,

J�S�� 
 � tan2 S� sece S�dS�

=
1

1 + e
�tan S� sece S� − H�S��� .

In the expressions, H�S�� is the essential element that re-
quires a numerical integration method such as the Simpson’s
rule. The slope of Y� in S� can be determined by

�dY�

dS��
S1/2

�
= �TTw

� + �1 − �T�T��0� = T��S1/2
� � . �4.24�

Now the density profile and the average density can be ex-
pressed as

���s�� = T��0�
p�

T�
and �r = ��0�T��0� . �4.25�

The tangential heat flux Qx can be determined afterward
from the constitutive relation of Qx in Eq. �4.1� and ��xx�0

=−2��yy�0 in the relation �4.3�. The tangential heat flux can
be written as follows:

�Qx
��0 = N���1 +

1

Pr
���xy

� �0�Qy
��0 −

�h

Tw
�

Tr

�T

�� − 1�
�

T�

p� �2��yy
� �0 + N���xy

� �0
2��

�4.26�

or
�Qx�0

hp2�0�/�w
=

�h
3

Tw
�2� tan S�

2S1/2
� �2��1 +

1

Pr
�Tw

�3

3
� tan S�

2S1/2
� �2

+
2 Kn2

3
 Pr

T�

p�� .

Finally, the mass flow rate can be expressed as

ṁ/2h

�r
��RTw

=
�


16�2�

Tw
�2

u��0�

�hw

Kn

�1 − �V/3�
�V

� tan S1/2
�

2S1/2
� �2

.

�4.27�

A diagram given in Fig. 3 explains how a unique flow solu-
tion can be constructed for a given set of physical condition
specified in terms of the dimensionless number �hw

and the
Knudsen number. Table I also summarizes classical �incom-
pressible and compressible� Navier–Stokes–Fourier and non-
classical NCCR solutions.

V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Equations �4.2�–�4.27� represent a complete set of fully
analytical solution obtained by a nonclassical theory based
on the NCCR model. In addition, Eqs. �3.19�–�3.35� repre-
sent complete analytical solution of the compressible
Navier–Stokes–Fourier theory. In both cases, the temperature
dependence of viscosity and thermal conductivity is treated
in a mathematically rigorous way by developing a new tech-
nique �Eqs. �3.15�–�3.18��. By doing so, the existence of ana-
lytical solution for the physical conditions �0��hw

�� and
0�Kn��� has been shown through algebraic equations of
degree 5 �Eqs. �3.30� and �4.19��.
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The analytical solution, first of all, enables the underly-
ing physics behind critical questions, the abnormal properties
�nonuniform pressure and temperature minimum� in the
present problem, to be identified. A close examination of
Eqs. �4.4�–�4.9� reveals that the presence of nonzero normal
stress predicted by the kinematic constraint on viscous
stresses �4.5� is the direct cause of the nonuniform pres-
sure distribution. The peculiar nature of the force-driven
Poiseuille flow—appearance of the forcing term �a in the
x-momentum equation of the conservation laws—makes this
stress constraint stand unexpectedly even in gas flows with
small Knudsen numbers. The presence of the kinematic
stress constraint in the velocity shear flow was discovered
first by Eu.2 Also, a detailed investigation of the constraint
including diatomic gases was conducted by Myong5–7 in
which the nonlinear coupled constitutive relations were ac-
tually solved in the domain scaled by the hydrodynamic
pressure; subsequently, the exact nature of the constraint was
illuminated.

The existence of the central temperature minimum in the
force-driven Poiseuille flow may also be explained by exam-
ining the analytical solution. For example, when the tem-
perature solution �4.19� is examined, it is obvious that the
temperature near the centerline is at a minimum owing to the
factor sece S�; the origin of the factor is traced to the second
term on the left-hand side of the differential equation �4.15�.

In other words, the extra coupling term of viscous shear
stress and force a�xy appearing in the non-Fourier constitu-
tive relation of the heat flux �4.1� is the ultimate source of the
central temperature minimum. It is also instructive to exam-
ine the central temperature minimum together with the nor-
mal heat flux in the y-direction given in Eq. �4.14�. Since the
heat flux remains positive for positive y, the central region
shows a heat transfer from the cold region to the hot region,
which is a very surprising result against the conventional
Fourier law.35 Furthermore, the existence of the temperature
minimum can be proven without actually calculating the
temperature profile by integrating the differential equation,
which is summarized in Appendix B. The second derivative
of the temperature profile is shown to become positive at the
centerline; its magnitude is directly proportional to the force-
related dimensionless number �h. Note that the slip boundary
conditions do not play any role in the proof.

The analytical solution also illustrates how a unique flow
solution is constructed from the given physical conditions.
For example, a set of physical conditions a ,h ,Tw , pm to-
gether with gas constants R ,� ,Pr will determine the average
temperature Tr first through Eq. �3.30� or Eq. �4.19� and then
the average velocity ur through Eq. �3.23� or Eq. �4.13�.
Since the algebraic equation �3.30� or Eq. �4.19� of odd de-
gree 5 with real coefficients has always a non-negative real
root, the new solution represented by the average tempera-

TABLE I. Comparison of incompressible and compressible Navier–Stokes–Fourier and NCCR solutions �S�
�2 /3Tw
� �hw

s� , s�
sTr /h , Tds=dy , y�


y /h , �A�0
A−A�0��.

Items Incompressible NSF Compressible NSF �new� NCCR �new�

p

p�0�
1 1

1+tan2 S�;

1 − tanh2��7
2S��

�diatomic�

u

u�0�
1 −

1

2u�0�
·

�ah2

�
y�2

1 −
Tw

�

2u��0�
·

�hw

N�

s�2 1 −
Tw

�

2u��0�

�hw

N�

· � tan S�

2S1/2
� �2

T

T�0�
1 −

�2a2h4

12�kT�0�
y�4

1 −

�� − 1�Pr

24�

Tw
�5

T��0�
·

�hw

2

Kn2s�4

sece S��1 −

�� − 1�Pr

24��1 − e/4�
Tw

�5

T��0�
·

�hw

2

Kn2

F�S��
�2S1/2

� �4�
��xy�0

p�0�
�ah

p�0�
y� Tw

� �hw
s�

�3
2 tan S�;

�3
7 tanh��7

2S��
�diatomic�

��yy�0

p�0�
0 0

−tan2 S�;

− 2
7 tanh2��7

2S��
�diatomic�

�Qy�0

hp2�0�/�w

1

3
� �ah

p�0��
2

y�3 1
3Tw

�3
�hw

2 s�3 1

3
Tw

�3
�hw

2 � tan S�

2S1/2
� �3

�Qx�0

hp2�0�/�w

0 0 �hw

3 Tw
�� tan S�

2S1/2
� �2��1 +

1

Pr
�Tw

�3

3
· � tan S�

2S1/2
� �2

+
2 Kn2

3
 Pr

T�

p��
Tw

� ,u��0� ,M Equations �3.5�, �3.11�, and �3.13� Equations �3.23�, �3.30�, and �3.31� Equations �4.13�, �4.19�, and �4.21�

ṁ/2h

�r
��RTw

�ah2

16���RTw

�1 − �V/3�
�V

�


16�2�

Tw
�2

u��0�

�hw

Kn

�1 − �V/3�
�V

�


16�2�

Tw
�2

u��0�

�hw

Kn

�1 − �V/3�
�V

� tan S1/2
�

2S1/2
� �2

Temperature dependence Neglected Exact �Maxwell� Eq. �3.34� Exact �Maxwell� Eqs. �4.22� and �4.23�
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ture Tw
� is well-defined for all Knudsen numbers and for all

force-related dimensionless numbers �hw
. As described in

Fig. 3, this process may be modified; information of the two
dimensionless numbers �hw

, Kn and the wall temperature Tw,
will determine the dimensionless parameter Tw

� �or the aver-
age temperature Tr� through Eq. �3.30� or Eq. �4.19� and later
the composite number N� �or the average velocity ur�.

In order to compare the new solutions �compressible
Navier–Stokes–Fourier and NCCR theories� with other re-
sults, a case, �hw

=0.6 and Kn=0.1, is considered in the
present study. When the coefficient 	V ,	T in the Langmuir
slip model is assumed to be 1, the parameter �V=�T=1 /
�1+4 Kn� is equal to 0.714 29. In these conditions, the com-
pressible Navier–Stokes–Fourier theory yields Tw

� =0.933 27,
u��0�=1.3073, and M =0.679 15, respectively, while the non-
classical NCCR theory yields Tw

� =0.942 49, u��0�=1.3087,
and M =0.706 53, respectively. �Other examples are summa-
rized in Table II.� Among various theoretical calculations, the
most comprehensive DSMC result for a hard sphere gas ob-
tained by Uribe and Garcia20 is chosen for the comparison
study. As the first result, the relation between the actual dis-
tance y� and the distance s� is depicted in Fig. 4. Since the
slope at the centerline dy� /ds��0�=T��0� is greater than 1,
the actual distance y� is always smaller than the one pre-
dicted by assuming y�=s�, where the temperature depen-
dence is ignored. In addition, since the difference between y�

and s� turns out to be small, it will not affect the essence of
nonuniform pressure and temperature minimum near the cen-
terline. However, it can play a significant role in the slope of
velocity profile at the wall �du� /dy��y�=1/2 in the flow with
high �hw

and low Knudsen number since �dy� /ds��s�=1/2 in
Eq. �3.35� or Eq. �4.24� increases considerably in such flow.

In Figs. 5–8, the conserved variables �velocity, tempera-
ture, pressure, and density� are depicted with regard to the
location y�. Indeed, the concave-shape �monotonic variation
from the center to the wall� pressure and density distributions
and the temperature minimum near the centerline are con-

vincingly demonstrated by the NCCR theory. It must be
mentioned that the compressible Navier–Stokes–Fourier so-
lutions used in these figures are more accurate than the in-
compressible Navier–Stokes–Fourier solutions in previous
works since the usual assumption of ignoring the tempera-
ture dependence of ��T�, k�T�, and � in the x-momentum
equation d�xy /dy=�a is removed in the analysis. The non-
conserved variables �shear stress, normal stresses, normal
heat flux, and tangential heat flux� measured from the values
at the center are depicted with regard to the location y� in
Figs. 9–12 since we confine our interest to only qualitative
behavior within the domain. The value of nonconserved vari-
ables at the center may be either taken by DSMC data in
which non-negligible values at the center seem to be ob-
served or determined by other consideration. For example, if

TABLE II. Examples of new analytical solutions.

�hw
=0.3 NCCR Compressible NSF

Kn 0.01 0.1 1.0 0.01 0.1 1.0

Tw
� 0.707 03 0.982 68 1.020 6 0.707 54 0.978 83 0.999 06

T��0� 1.069 1 1.002 2 0.998 48 1.069 6 1.003 5 1.0

u��0� 1.417 5 1.311 4 1.072 2 1.418 5 1.310 8 1.071 4

�V ,�T 0.961 82 0.717 24 0.202 52 0.961 54 0.714 29 0.200 00

M 1.341 6 0.377 41 0.176 48 1.336 3 0.372 53 0.169 57

ṁ / �2�rh��RTw� 0.455 72 0.143 59 0.082 284 0.453 98 0.141 91 0.079 135

�hw
=0.6 NCCR Compressible NSF

Kn 0.01 0.1 1.0 0.01 0.1 1.0

Tw
� 0.575 53 0.942 49 1.089 2 0.577 23 0.933 27 0.996 30

T��0� 1.099 0 1.006 9 0.993 09 1.100 7 1.011 1 1.000 2

u��0� 1.393 5 1.308 7 1.074 8 1.395 9 1.307 3 1.071 4

�V ,�T 0.962 27 0.725 13 0.211 78 0.961 54 0.714 29 0.200 00

M 1.822 6 0.706 53 0.398 28 1.807 4 0.679 15 0.337 28

ṁ / �2�rh��RTw� 0.619 01 0.267 88 0.185 08 0.614 05 0.258 72 0.157 40
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FIG. 4. The relation between the actual distance y and a distance s scaled by
the local temperature distribution ��hw

=0.6, Kn=0.1�. The horizontal axis
represents the distance y�, while the vertical axis represents the difference
�y�−s��. The ��� symbols represent the NCCR theory, while the �–� repre-
sents the compressible Navier–Stokes–Fourier result.
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a phenomenological interpretation described in Appendix C
is applied, they will remain strictly zero. However, it would
be safe to say that a definitive answer is not yet available and
the further study is needed to resolve this issue. In these
figures, the nonzero normal stresses and the non-negligible
tangential heat flux are convincingly demonstrated by the
NCCR theory. Notice also that the sign of normal stresses
and heat fluxes coincides in both theories �NCCR and
DSMC�. In addition, both theories predict that the
xx-component of normal stress in Fig. 10 is greater in mag-
nitude than zz-component of normal stress and the tangential
heat flux measured from the center in Fig. 12 remains non-
negative. In order to confirm the existence of the kinematic
constraint on viscous stresses in the velocity shear flow, the
normal stresses scaled by the pressure ��yy�0 / p of NCCR
and DSMC are plotted versus the linear shear stress scaled

by the pressure ��xy�0 / p in Fig. 13. It can be observed that
the NCCR theory is in qualitative agreement with the DSMC
prediction. Overall, the present nonclassical NCCR theory
captures most of the qualitative features predicted by the
DSMC calculation.

The central temperature minimum also turns out to
change significantly the mechanism of the mass flow rate
given in Eq. �4.27�. Figure 14 shows the average temperature
and velocity versus the Knudsen number for �hw

=0.3. It can
be observed that the wall temperature scaled by the average
temperature Tw

� deviates from the classical theory, while the
velocity u��0� remains very close to the classical theory.
This, in turn, causes the increase of the mass flow rate
around O�Kn�=1 since the mass flow rate for a given �hw

is

proportional to Tw
�2

/ ��V Kn u��0��. This behavior, which is
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FIG. 5. Velocity distribution u�y�� /u�0� in the force-driven compressible
Poiseuille gas flow ���hw

=0.6, Kn=0.1�. The ��� and ��� symbols repre-
sent the NCCR theory and DSMC results, while the �–� represents the com-
pressible Navier–Stokes–Fourier result.
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FIG. 6. Temperature distribution T�y�� /T�0� in the force-driven compress-
ible Poiseuille gas flow ��hw

=0.6, Kn=0.1�. The ��� and ��� symbols
represent the NCCR theory and DSMC results, while the �–� represents the
compressible Navier–Stokes–Fourier result.
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FIG. 7. Pressure distribution p�y�� / p�0� in the force-driven compressible
Poiseuille gas flow ��hw

=0.6, Kn=0.1�. The ��� and ��� symbols repre-
sent the NCCR theory and DSMC results, while the �–� represents the com-
pressible Navier–Stokes–Fourier result.
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FIG. 8. Density distribution ��y�� /��0� in the force-driven compressible
Poiseuille gas flow ��hw

=0.6, Kn=0.1�. The ��� and ��� symbols repre-
sent the NCCR theory and DSMC results, while the �–� represents the com-
pressible Navier–Stokes–Fourier result.
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demonstrated in Fig. 15, is similar to the Knudsen minimum
in the case of the pressure-driven Poiseuille flow.

Finally, since the present nonclassical theory also holds
for more complicated gases, the same methodology devel-
oped for monatomic gas can be carried over to diatomic
gases, which is described in Appendix D. In stark contrast to
monatomic case, as shown in Eq. �D13�, the convex �hyper-
bolic tangent� pressure profile with a maximum at the center
is theoretically predicted for diatomic gases. The effect of
the bulk viscosity associated with rotational degrees of free-
dom in diatomic gases on the pressure distribution is illus-
trated in Fig. 16. The pressure distribution is depicted for
fb=0.0,2 /9,1.0 over the distance s�. It can be observed that
the pressure profile becomes less concave as the bulk viscos-
ity increases and across a critical point it turns into a convex
shape.

VI. CONCLUDING REMARKS

A complete set of fully analytical solutions of the
Navier–Stokes–Fourier and nonclassical NCCR models for
the force-driven compressible Poiseuille gas flow in the case
of Maxwellian molecules is presented in compact functional
form. The construction of a unique flow solution for all
physical conditions �expressed in terms of the Knudsen num-
ber and the force-related dimensionless number� is success-
fully demonstrated in the new theory. By developing a math-
ematical framework in which the temperature dependence of
transport coefficients is taken into account in a rigorous way,
the exact role of a quantity called the average temperature is
also illuminated. Furthermore, in stark contrast to monatomic
case, the convex pressure profile with a maximum at the
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shear stress xy−component

normal stress yy−component

FIG. 9. Stress distribution �shear and normal ��xy,yy�y���0 / p�0�� in the
force-driven compressible Poiseuille gas flow ��hw

=0.6, Kn=0.1�. The ���
and ��� symbols represent the NCCR theory and DSMC results, while the
�–� represents the compressible Navier–Stokes–Fourier result.
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FIG. 10. Stress distribution �normal ��xx,zz�y���0 / p�0�� in the force-driven
compressible Poiseuille gas flow ��hw

=0.6, Kn=0.1�. The ��� and ���
symbols represent the NCCR theory and DSMC results, while the �–� rep-
resents the compressible Navier–Stokes–Fourier result.
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FIG. 11. Heat flux �normal �Qy�y���0 / �hp2�0� /�w�� distribution in the force-
driven compressible Poiseuille gas flow ��hw

=0.6, Kn=0.1�. The ��� and
��� symbols represent the NCCR theory and DSMC results, while the �–�
represents the compressible Navier–Stokes–Fourier result.
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FIG. 12. Heat flux �tangential �Qx�y���0 / �hp2�0� /�w�� distribution in the
force-driven compressible Poiseuille gas flow ��hw

=0.6, Kn=0.1�. The ���
and ��� symbols represent the NCCR theory and DSMC results, while the
�–� represents the compressible Navier–Stokes–Fourier result.
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center is predicted for diatomic gases. A further study on this
new finding will be conducted in future works.

The basic tenet used in this study consists of a math-
ematical technique �3.15�–�3.18� for taking into account tem-
perature variation of viscosity and thermal conductivity co-
efficients and the physically motivated NCCR models �4.1�
and �4.10� �non-Newtonian stress constraint, non-Fourier
heat flux law�. The tenet is, in principle, applicable for any
other gas flows such as plane Couette flow �the Knudsen
layer problem� and pressure-driven Poiseuille flow, which
are other very important problems in rarefied and microscale
gases. The results of the studies on these problems based on
the framework developed here will also be reported in future
works.
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APPENDIX A: QUALITATIVE EQUIVALENCE
OF LANGMUIR AND MAXWELL SLIP „JUMP… MODELS

An alternative way of including slip is to make a correc-
tion based on the degree of nonequilibrium near the wall
surface. This idea originates from the work of Maxwell32 and
subsequent work by Smoluchowski.33 After the degree of
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FIG. 13. Kinematic constraint on viscous stresses in the force-driven com-
pressible Poiseuille gas flow ��hw

=0.6, Kn=0.1�; ��xy�0 / p vs ��yy�0 / p for
−1 /2�y��1 /2. The ��� and ��� symbols represent the NCCR theory and
DSMC results, while the �–� represents the compressible Navier–Stokes–
Fourier result.
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FIG. 14. Average velocity and temperature �u�0� /ur , Tw /Tr� vs the
Knudsen number in logarithmic scale in the force-driven compressible
Poiseuille gas flow ��hw

=0.3�. The ��� symbols represent the NCCR theory,
while the �–� represents the compressible Navier–Stokes–Fourier result.
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FIG. 15. Mass-flow rate �ṁ / �2�rh��RTw�� vs the Knudsen number in
logarithmic scale in the force-driven compressible Poiseuille gas flow
��hw

=0.3�. The ��� symbols represent the NCCR theory, while the �–� rep-
resents the compressible Navier–Stokes–Fourier result.
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nonequilibrium �e.g., shear stress� near the wall surface is
taken as linear, the following velocity slip and temperature
jump boundary conditions are proposed:

u�y = h/2� = �Vl · �− ��du

dy
�

y=h/2

�A1�

and T�y = h/2� = Tw + �Tl · �− ��dT

dy
�

y=h/2
.

With the definition of the mean free path l=�
 /2� /
���RT�, the conditions are reduced to, in the present
problem,

u��y� = 1/2� = �V Kn · �− ��du�

dy��
y�=1/2

�A2�

and T��y� = 1/2� = Tw
� + �T Kn · �− ��dT�

dy��
y�=1/2

.

When the velocity profile in Navier–Stokes–Fourier theory
�3.3� or Eq. �3.21� is combined with the Maxwell slip model
in Eq. �A2�, it can be written as

u��y� = 1/2� = �V Kn · �− ��du�

dy��
y�=1/2

= �V Kn
�h

2N�

Tw
� = u��0� − Tw

� �h

8N�

. �A3�

Then, it is straightforward to show that with an equivalence
relation

�MV
=

1

1 + 4�V Kn
, �A4�

the following velocity profile is exactly the same as the
Langmuir slip model �3.5� or Eq. �3.23�:

u��y�� = u��0��1 − 4�MV
y�2� and

Tw
�

8

�h

N�

= �MV
u��0� .

�A5�

Similarly, when the temperature profile in Navier–Stokes–
Fourier theory �3.8� or Eq. �3.26� is combined with the
Maxwell jump model in Eq. �A2�, it can be written as

T��y� = 1/2� = Tw
� + �T Kn

�� − 1�Pr Tw
�3

M2�h
2

12N�
2

= T��0� −
�� − 1�Pr Tw

�3
M2�h

2

192N�
2 . �A6�

Then, it is straightforward to show that with an equivalence
relation

�MT
=

1

1 + 8�T Kn
, �A7�

the following temperature profile is exactly the same as the
Langmuir jump model �3.10� or Eq. �3.28�:

T��y�� = T��0� − 16�MT
�T��0� − Tw

� �y�4

�A8�

and

�� − 1�Pr �h

2Tw
�3

384� Kn2 = �MT
�T��0� − Tw

� � .

This completes the proof of the qualitative equivalence of the
Langmuir and Maxwell slip �jump� models.

APPENDIX B: MATHEMATICAL ANALYSIS
ON THE EXISTENCE OF THE TEMPERATURE
MINIMUM AT THE CENTERLINE

The governing equation �4.1� with the essential compo-
nents may be expressed in another instructive form, with the
assumptions of the relaxation time approximation and
Maxwell molecule,

d

ds��
u�

p�

T�

�xy
�

Qy
�

	 = p��
− ��xy

� �0Tw
�

0

− ��T/Tr��Qy
��0Tw

�

�h/N�

Pr Ec��xy
� �0

2Tw
�

	
+ �hN���xy

� �0�
0

�4/3�p�

��� − 1�/��T�

0

0
	 . �B1�

The corresponding equations in the classical compressible
Navier–Stokes–Fourier case are simplified into

d

ds��
u�

p�

T�

�xy
�

Qy
�

	 = �
− �xy

� Tw
�

0

− ��T/Tr�Qy
�Tw

�

�h/N�

Pr Ec �xy
�2

Tw
�

	 . �B2�

In this case, it is straightforward to show that

�dT�

ds� �
s�=0

= �d2T�

ds�2 �
s�=0

= �d3T�

ds�3 �
s�=0

= 0

�B3�

and �d4T�

ds�4 �
s�=0

= −
�� − 1�

�

 Pr Tw

�3 �h
2

Kn2 ,

implying the existence of the temperature maximum near the
centerline. On the other hand, when the full set of Eq. �B1� is
considered, that is, in the case of nonclassical NCCR theory,
it can be proved that

�dT�

ds� �
s�=0

= 0 and �d2T�

ds�2 �
s�=0

=
�� − 1�

�
T��0��h

2.

�B4�
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The temperature near the centerline is now at a minimum
and the concavity is affected mainly by the value of �h

2. This
completes the proof of the existence of the central tempera-
ture minimum in the force-driven Poiseuille gas flow.

APPENDIX C: PHENOMENOLOGICAL
INTERPRETATION ON THE NATURE
OF THE CONTINUOUS SYMMETRIC
CONDITION AT THE CENTERLINE

The properties of conserved variables near the centerline
y=0 must satisfy the continuous symmetric condition arising
from the flow geometry in the present problem. In order that
the conserved variables u�y� ,T�y� , p�y� may be continuous,
symmetric, and differentiable at y=0, their first derivatives at
y=0 must vanish. This condition is equivalent to a physical
requirement that all components of the thermodynamic driv-
ing forces defined for species i,

��u��2�, � · u, � T, ���� i�T + a − ai − �p/� �C1�

vanish in the present problem as well, since spatial gradients
of all the conserved variables near the centerline are zero and
force field a exerted on single component of gas is uniform
�in space�. In Eq. �C1�, �̂i represents the material part of the
chemical potential of species i �Ref. 2, p. 520; Ref. 36, p.
108; Ref. 37�, which is defined as the change in Gibbs free
energy with respect to change in the amount of component.
It, in turn, means that

��0� = 0, Q�0� = 0, �C2�

which is the direct consequence of a fundamental physical
observation that the stress and heat flux are produced by
thermodynamic driving forces.

This interpretation of the continuous symmetric condi-
tion at the centerline can also be explained by considering
the kinetic Boltzmann equation. Under acceleration of gas
molecules driven by uniform force in open space free from
the gas-surface molecular interaction, the following
Maxwell–Boltzmann distribution:

fM�t,vx,vy,vz� = n� m

2
kBT
�3/2

e−�m/2kBT���vx − at�2+vy
2+vz

2�

�C3�

satisfies the kinetic Boltzmann equation exactly

� f

�t
+ vy

� f

�y
+ a

� f

�vx
= C�f� �C4�

since

� fM

�y
= 0 �homogeneity�, C�fM� = 0 �definition�,

�C5�
� fM

�t
+ a

� fM

�vx
= 0 �algebra� .

When the gas-surface molecular interaction at the wall is
taken into account, the Maxwell–Boltzmann distribution
�C3� is changed into

fM�vx,vy,vz� = n�y = 0�� m

2
kBT�y = 0��3/2

�e−�m/2kBT�y=0����vx − u�y = 0��2+vy
2+vz

2� �C6�

at the centerline y=0, which satisfies the following stationary
kinetic Boltzmann equation exactly:

vy
� f

�y
= C�f� . �C7�

Notice that the only role of uniform force a in this situation
is to assign nonzero uniform streamwise velocity u�y=0�.
However, when local nonequilibrium distributions away
from the centerline y=0 associated with nonzero slope
du /dy are considered, the force term a� f /�vx must be re-
tained in the kinetic equation. For the Maxwell–Boltzmann
distribution at the centerline �C6�, it is straightforward to
show

�xy�0� 
 �m�cc�xy
�2�fM� = m�cxcyfM� = 0,

�C8�
Qy�0� 
 � 1

2mc2cyfM� = 0,

�yy�0� 
 �m�cc�yy
�2�fM� = m��cy

2 − 1
3c2� fM� = 0,

�C9�
Qx�0� 
 � 1

2mc2cxfM� = 0.

APPENDIX D: ROLE OF BULK VISCOSITY
IN DIATOMIC GASES

In the case of diatomic gases, the following Boltzmann–
Curtiss kinetic equation with a moment of inertia I and an
angular momentum j may be considered:

� �

�t
+ v · �+ a · �v +

j

I

�

��
� f�v,r,j,�,t� = C�f� . �D1�

In this equation, �, j, and C�f� represent the azimuth angle
associated with the orientation of the molecule, the magni-
tude of the angular momentum vector j, and the collision
integral, respectively. Then, the following algebraic constitu-
tive relations can be derived:4,6,7
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�0

0

0
	 = − �2�p + ����u��2� + 2�� · �u��2�

p � · u + 3��I + ��:�u

�p + ��Cp � T + � · Cp � T + Q · �u − aI · �
	 + �����

����

��Q� 	 . �D2�

In these expressions, the variable �
Tr�P� /3− p denotes the excess normal stress; the corresponding Newtonian law is �0

=−�b� ·u, where �b denotes the bulk viscosity. The constant fb represents the ratio of the bulk viscosity to the shear viscosity.
For the force-driven Poiseuille flow within the rectangular channel �infinitely long width and length�, the conservation laws
and the constitutive equation of stress are reduced to

d

dy�
�xy

p + �yy + �

�yz

�xyu + Qy

	 = �
�a

0

0

�au
	 ,

�D3�

�
0

0

0

0

0

0

	 =
1

��
�4/3���xy�0��xy0

�0

− �2/3���xy�0��xy0
�0

− �2/3���xy�0��xy0
�0

�p + ��yy�0 + ���0���xy0
�0

��yz�0��xy0
�0

0

3��xy�0��xy0
�0

	 −
p

��
��xx�0

��yy�0

��zz�0

��xy�0

��xz�0

��yz�0

����0/�b

	F�p,T,�,�,Q, . . .� .

When the same method developed for monatomic gases is
used, it can be shown that the y-momentum equation in
the conservation law of the one-dimensional force-driven
Poiseuille flow is reduced to

d

dy
�p + �yy + �� = 0 or p + ��yy�0 + ���0 = pm. �D4�

Also, from three essential algebraic constitutive relations,

�0

0

0
	 = �− �2/3���xy�0��xy0

�0

�p + ��yy�0 + ���0���xy0
�0

3fb��xy�0��xy0
�0

	
− p���yy�0

��xy�0

���0
	F�p,T,�,�,Q, . . .� , �D5�

the following kinematic constraint on the viscous stresses in
the velocity shear flow can be written as �refer to Refs. 6 and
7 for details�:

��xy�0
2 = − 3

2��1 − 9
2 fb

2���yy�0 + p���yy�0

�D6�
and ���0 = − 9

2 fb��yy�0.

When Eq. �D4� is combined with the second equation of Eq.
�D6�, it is reduced to

p + �1 − 9
2 fb���yy�0 = pm. �D7�

This simple relation indicates that the pressure remains con-
stant when fb=2 /9. Furthermore, the pressure at the center-
line pm is at a maximum pmax when fb�2 /9 since the prop-
erty ��yy�0 is negative, resulting in the convex pressure
distribution near the centerline. On the other hand, the
pressure at the centerline pm is at a minimum pmin when
fb�2 /9, resulting in the concave pressure distribution. In
fact, when Eq. �D7� is combined with the stress constraint
�D6�, it is straightforward to show �0�y�h /2�,

��xy�0

pmin
= sign��xy0

�� 3

�2 − 9fb�� �2 − 9fb
2�

�2 − 9fb�
�1 −

p

pmin
�

+
p

pmin
�� p

pmin
− 1��1/2

when 0 � fb �
2

9
,

�D8�

��xy�0

pmax
= sign��xy0

�� 3

�9fb − 2�� �9fb
2 − 2�

�9fb − 2�
�1 −

p

pmax
�

+
p

pmax
��1 −

p

pmax
��1/2

when fb �
2

9
. �D9�

When the bulk viscosity ratio fb is equal to 1, the type of the
stress constraint turns into a hyperbola. Then, Eq. �D9� is
reduced to a compact form
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��xy�0

pmax
= sign��xy0

��3

7
�1 −

p

pmax
� . �D10�

The x-momentum equation, d�xy
� /ds�=�hp� /N�, combined

with Eq. �D10�, is reduced to an ordinary differential equa-
tion, in dimensionless form,

1

p�
d�sign��xy0

��3

7
�1 − p��� = �hds�. �D11�

By using an integral formula,

� 1

p�
d��1 − p�� = tanh−1�1 − p�, �D12�

the differential equation yields the following analytical solu-
tion for the pressure and the stresses in diatomic gas with
fb=1 �S�
�2 /3�hs��:

p��S�� = 1 − tanh2��7

2
S��,

��yy
� �S���0 = −

2

7N�

tanh2��7

2
S�� ,

�D13�

����S���0 =
9

7N�

tanh2��7

2
S��,

��xy
� �S���0 =

1

N�

�3

7
tanh��7

2
S�� .

Note that the distribution of the sum of pressure and excess
normal stress remains concave, while the pressure distribu-
tion remains convex,

p��S�� + N�����S���0 = 1 + 2
7 tanh2��7

2S�� . �D14�
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